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US bike firms face 
uphill slog to 
replace Chinese 
supply chains
CHICAGO: When Mehdi Farsi decided
to shift production of State Bicycle Co’s
niche fixed-gear urban bikes out of
China to escape US tariffs, it  took
months to find another factory in Asia
willing to do business with his Arizona
company. Farsi, who founded the firm in
2009 with his brother and another
cycle fanatic, turned to Taiwan but soon
found most factories were so swamped
with business from rivals that they
declined his “low volume and less prof-
itable” orders.

The company’s struggle to find a
competitive manufacturing alternative to
China epitomizes the challenges many
US firms have faced since the start of the
trade war between the world’s two
biggest economies 18 months ago. A sur-
vey by Cowen & Co. at the end of 2019
found only 28 percent of North
American companies had switched sup-
ply chains away from China. Of those
firms, just a fraction had managed to
shift 75 percent or more of their supply
chain to a different country.

Alternatives often lack the infrastruc-
ture and capacity to absorb everyone
seeking a new base. That has driven up
the costs of moving and sourcing new
supply chains to the point where some
U.S. firms say it makes more sense just to
take the tariff hit.

A Phase 1 trade deal between Beijing
and Washington, expected to be signed
on Wednesday, will at least hold off
increasing tariffs US President Donald
Trump imposed on bicycles from China.
But the 25 percent tariff on bikes and a
host of other products will remain in

place to give the US leverage in further
talks. The bike industry is a small part of
what experts call the biggest shake-up
in cross-border supply chains since
China joined the World Trade
Organization in 2001.

From furniture, electronics, apparel,
tires, vacuum cleaners, to name a few,
companies are moving operations to
Taiwan, Thailand, Vietnam and other
Asian countries.

‘CHRISTMAS GIFT’
Farsi’s experience with State Bicycle

echoes the Cowen & Co findings. After
months of research and several trips, a
small Taiwanese factory agreed to make
his bikes but he had to triple orders and
pay 30 percent of the cost of goods up
front, unlike in China where he paid upon
delivery.

The new terms locked up as much as
$1 million of working capital until the
bikes were shipped and required a new
credit line. After a year of toil, State
Bicycle managed to shift production of
only two of its five models which are
sold in the United States. “It took a lot of
time and resources,” said Farsi.

Gina Chang, secretary general of the
Taiwan Bicycle Association, likened the
Sino-US trade war to a “Christmas gift”.
But she said the island’s limited capacity
meant some manufacturers had turned
down business to focus on existing
orders, mainly for e-bikes from Europe.

Taiwan’s U.S. bike exports jumped 37
percent to 597,000 in the first 10
months of 2019, the association said. But
Chang said manufacturers were hesitant
about expanding production lines as
they feared orders might dwindle if the
trade war ended. “Trump is fickle ... will
the shift of orders continue in 2020?”
she said. “We need to wait and see.”

In a move to help bicycle companies,
the Trump administration has been
granting tariff exclusions to some of
their imports since September. The relief,

however, is only for a year and is meant
to give them more time to move produc-
tion - ideally to the United States.

But Don DiCostanzo, chief executive
officer of Pedego Electric Bikes in
California, said higher labor costs and
the absence of a viable supply base have
made it “virtually impossible” to assem-
ble bikes in the United States.
DiCostanzo examined setting up a US
factory but said production costs would
have doubled - and exceeded the tariffs.
He moved Pedego’s production to
Vietnam in December 2018 instead.

OVERBURDENED
“Even if they slap 100 percent tariffs

on bicycles, I’m not sure that will be
enough to bring production back to the
US,” DiCostanzo said. Farsi, meanwhile,
said he didn’t even consider moving pro-
duction to the United States and linger-
ing uncertainty about tariffs has left him
no option but to stay invested in Taiwan
- despite the 12-month relief.

In the 1970s, the United States
assembled more than 15 million bicycles
a year. Now it makes fewer than
500,000, according to industry data
presented to the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) in 2018. By con-
trast, China made about 95 percent of
the 17 million bikes sold in 2018, US
Census data showed. The world’s sec-
ond-largest economy also provides more
than 300 million components such as
tires, tubes, seats and handlebars - or
about 60 percent of US bike component
imports.

While none of the alternative manu-
facturing bases can easily supplant
China, a rush for safe havens has kept
their factories very busy. Taiwan, for
example, accounted for 6.3 percent of
US bicycle imports in 2019, up from 3.6
percent a year earlier, according to US
Census bureau data.

And with their factories bursting at
the seams, Taiwanese suppliers are
quoting higher prices.

New CEO tells 
staff Boeing 
must be 
‘transparent’
NEW YORK: New Boeing Chief
Executive David Calhoun told employ-
ees on Monday the company must
strengthen its culture, focus on “integri-
ty” and be “transparent,” according to
an email sent to staff.

Calhoun, a longtime Boeing board
member, officially took over on Monday
as chief executive, replacing Dennis
Muilenburg, who was ousted in
December as the company faces a
drawn-out crisis following deadly crash-
es of a top-selling jet. Calhoun invoked
Boeing’s “tremendous legacy of aero-
space achievement” and called on
employees to work to “rebuild trust” and
restore key relationships with customers,
partners and regulators.

“I see greatness in this company but I
also see opportunities to be better.
Much better,” Calhoun said.

“That includes engaging one another
and our stakeholders with greater trans-
parency, holding ourselves accountable
to the highest standards of safety and
quality and incorporating outside-in per-
spective on what we do and how we do

it.” He takes the reins four days after the
release of a new trove of embarrassing
employee emails, including one saying
the 737 MAX was “designed by clowns.”

The aircraft has been grounded since
March following two deadly crashes.

Boeing faces numerous probes and
lawsuits over the crashes. The incidents
have already cost the company more
than $9 billion and led to the suspension
of production of the 737 MAX due to
lengthy delays in winning regulatory
approval to resume flights. Calhoun said
returning the MAX to service safely
“must be our primary focus,” and that
includes “following the lead of our regu-
lators and working with them to ensure
they’re satisfied completely with the air-
plane and our work, so that we can con-
tinue to meet our customer commit-
ments.” Deteriorating relations between
Boeing and the US Federal Aviation
Administration were a chief factor in
Muilenburg’s ouster, with agency chief
Steve Dickson publicly calling out
Boeing for making statements about the
MAX’s return “designed to force FAA
into taking quicker action.”

Right pick? 
While lawmakers in Congress and

Wall Street analysts had called for
change atop Boeing, some have ques-
tioned whether Calhoun’s lengthy serv-
ice on the Boeing board makes him an
ideal pick for resetting the company.
After Calhoun was selected, Bank of

America Merrill Lynch said in a
December note it had “mixed feelings” in
light of Calhoun’s background.

“We wonder if appointing from with-
in, especially an insider that has been
with the company for 10 years, signals
more of the same from Boeing vs an out-
side appointee who may have offered
more of a change of pace and culture,”
the bank said in a commentary.

But others have noted that Calhoun
has hands-on experience in industrial
leadership, having overseen a General

Electric division that oversaw aircraft
engines, rail, among other units.

Calhoun also served as chief execu-
tive at data analytics company Nielsen
and as a senior executive at the
Blackstone Group. “While it could be
argued that because Calhoun has been
with Boeing for the entirety of the
MAX’s history, he may be too close to
the ensuing crisis, we think that his clear
understanding of the aviation industry is
the paramount qualification for this job,”
Morningstar said in December. —AFP

Citigroup profit 
beats as credit 
card, trading 
revenue jump
NEW YORK: Citigroup Inc beat analysts’ estimates
for fourth-quarter profit yesterday, boosted by
growth in its credit card business and a jump in
trading revenue. North American branded cards,
which account for a majority of consumer banking
revenue, continued to be a bright spot for the bank,
clocking double-digit revenue growth for the sec-
ond straight quarter. Revenue grew 10% from a
year earlier.

Citi has been leveraging its robust card business
to help grow deposits by pitching checking and
savings accounts to card holders. Trading revenue
rose nearly 31 percent as markets steadied during
the last three months of 2019. The gains were driven
by a 49 percent surge in fixed-income trading that
offset a 23 percent decline in equities trading, where
weak performance in derivatives weighed on results.

In the year-earlier quarter, the bank’s equities
trading business came under pressure from a spike
in volatility, while a widening of the yield spreads
weighed on the fixed-income business.

Citi also reached a key profitability target. The
third-largest US bank by assets hit a return on tan-
gible common equity (ROTCE) of 12.1 percent for
2019, above the goal of 12 percent it promised
investors for the year. ROTCE is a widely watched
measure of how well a bank uses shareholder mon-
ey to generate profits.

The lender’s shares were up about 1 percent in
premarket trade. Citi continued to add loans and
deposits in the most recent quarter, reflecting con-
tinued growth in the economy. —Reuters

TOKYO: Nissan is “in no way” planning to end its
partnership with Renault, the Japanese auto giant
insisted yesterday after a report suggested a divorce
was possible in the wake of the Carlos Ghosn scandal.
Britain’s Financial Times, citing “several people with
knowledge of the matter”, said on Monday that senior
executives at the scandal-hit firm were speeding up
work on secret plans for a potential parting of ways
with France’s Renault.

But in a statement, Nissan firmly denied the claims.
“Nissan is in no way considering dissolving the
alliance,” the statement said. “The alliance is the
source of Nissan’s competitiveness,” the firm said,
adding that it will look to continue delivering “win-win
results for all member companies”.

The partnership, which also includes Japan’s
Mitsubishi Motors, has been troubled since the shock
arrest of its former chief Ghosn on charges of financial
misconduct.

Ghosn, who last month jumped bail in Japan and
fled to Lebanon, claims the charges against him were
cooked up by disgruntled Nissan executives hoping
to block his plans to more closely integrate the
automaker with Renault. In a news conference in
Lebanon, he claimed the alliance was now on the
rocks and directionless.

The alliance’s new chief, Jean-Dominique Senard,
earlier hit back at the reports of a planned split, telling
Belgian daily L’Echo the claims had “no connection to
the current situation of the alliance”.

“The Renault-Nissan alliance is not dead! Soon we
will show you why,” he said in an interview published
yesterday. “I ask myself, where does this sort of infor-
mation come from? I am not sure it comes from a
place of goodwill.”

Meanwhile in Paris, French Economy Minister
Bruno Le Maire dismissed the report as “malicious
information” in an interview on the French TV station
CNEWS.

He said it aimed to “destabilize the group, cause
trouble at a moment when, on the contrary, we are in
the process of rehabilitating the alliance between
Renault and Nissan, which had indeed gone through a
rough patch”. The 20-year partnership between
Nissan and Renault, whose alliance is based on cross-
shareholdings without a joint structure, has been bad-
ly shaken by the Ghosn scandal.

At the close on the Tokyo market, Nissan dropped
2.96 percent to 618 yen despite the firm company
denial. Shares in Renault slumped 2.82 percent on
Monday, but were stable in yesterday morning trad-
ing. Senard said the alliance was “nowhere near” the
point of collapse and insisted its leaders were busy
“recreating its original spirit” and planning future
investments.

A source close to Nissan told AFP that the leaks
probably came from “a few disgruntled souls” inside
the company who wanted to “vent their frustration”,
adding that rebuilding trust between the two firms
“will take time”. —AFP

Ghosn scandal fuelled speculation about a ‘divorce’

Nissan rules out reported 
plans to split with Renault

TOKYO: The Nissan GT R50 car is pictured during the Tokyo Auto Salon in Tokyo. —AFP

Gabe Ortiz services one of the company’s products at State Bicycle in Tempe,
Arizona, US. —Reuters

In this file photo, Southwest Airlines Boeing 737 MAX aircraft are parked on the
tarmac after being grounded, at the Southern California Logistics Airport in
Victorville, California. —AFP

UK to ban use 
of credit cards 
for gambling
LONDON: Britain will from April ban the use of credit
cards to pay for bets, its gambling regulator
announced yesterday, the latest clampdown on the
industry.

“The Gambling Commission has announced a ban on
gambling businesses allowing consumers in Great
Britain to use credit cards to gamble,” a statement said.
The ban comes into effect on April 14 and follows a
measure introduced last year by the British government
to slash the maximum stake on electronic casino-style
games aimed at curbing their addictive appeal. 

On banning the use of credit cards, Gambling
Commission chief executive Neil McArthur said
Tuesday:

“Credit card gambling can lead to significant finan-
cial harm. The ban that we have announced today
should minimize the risks of harm to consumers from
gambling with money they do not have.”  McArthur
said that 22 percent of Britain’s online gamblers using
credit cards are “problem gamblers”.

“There are examples of consumers who have accu-
mulated tens of thousands of pounds of debt through
gambling because of credit card availability,” he said.
“There is also evidence that the fees charged by credit
cards can exacerbate the situation because the con-
sumer can try to chase losses to a greater extent.”

The Commission noted that 24 million adults in
Britain gamble, including 10.5 million online. “Whilst
millions gamble responsibly, I have also met people
whose lives have been turned upside down by gambling
addiction,” Culture Minister Helen Whately said in yes-
terday’s statement. —AFP


